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Abstract

Wireless ad hoc networks have very limited network resources and are thus susceptible to attacks that focus

on resource exhaustion, such as the injection of junk packets. These attacks cause serious denial-of-service via

wireless channel contention and network congestion. Although ad hoc network security has been extensively

studied, most previous work focuses on secure routing, but cannot prevent attackers from injecting a large num-

ber of junk data packets into a route that has been established. We propose an on-demand hop-by-hop source

authentication protocol, namely SAF, to defend against this type of packet injection attacks. The protocol can

either immediately filter out injected junk packets with very high probability or expose the true identity of an

injector. Unlike other forwarding defenses, this protocol is designed to fit in the unreliable environment of ad

hoc networks and incurs lightweight overhead in communication and computation.

Keywords: Packet injection, Source authentication, Secure forwarding, Denial of Service, Ad hoc network, Wire-

less Security

1 Introduction

Ad hoc networks are usually unreliable and have limited bandwidth resources. In such networks, attackers can

cause serious denial-of-service via congestion by injecting junk packets. Compared with other types of DoS
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attacks in ad hoc networks, packet injection attacks in general are easier for an attacker to launch but are more

difficult for us to defend against, because an attacker may claim to be a forwarding node instead of a source node.

To prevent this type of attacks, a forwarding node needs to filter out the injected junk packets as early as possible,

not leaving it for the destination to detect. The longer time a junk packet stays in the network, the more congestion

it can cause.

Due to the lack of source authentication during data packet forwarding, in many ad hoc protocols, an attacker

can inject junk packets into a route, even if the route is established by secure routing protocols [7, 28, 9]. Public

key based source authentication is not considered in this study, because signing every data packet is too expensive

for ad hoc networks. Source authentication of a data packet is also different from the authentication of a routing

packet. A secure routing protocol allows a forwarding node to buffer routing packets and then verify them later

[22]. However, in order to limit the impacts of injected packets, a good forwarding node should be able to verify a

received packet before forwarding it to the next hop. Hence, hop-by-hop source authentication [27, 30] has been

considered as the baseline in our study to ensure that an injected false date packet can be filtered out immediately.

In hop-by-hop source authentication, the source first shares a pairwise key with each en route node according

to key management protocols [3, 14, 31]. Then, the source computes an authentication token for each en route

node with the key shared between them, when it needs to send a data packet. Thus, the data packet can be verified

hop by hop. This approach can provide immediate source authentication and inherently supports the on-demand

nature of ad hoc networks. Nevertheless, There are many practical challenges in applying this type of source

authentication in an ad hoc network. The most critical issue is the unreliability of the network. For example, route

change make it impossible for en route nodes to verify the source. As a result, even good packets will be discarded

when these approaches are adopted for defense purposes. To address these problems, we propose a lightweight,

on-demand and hop-by-hop source authentication forwarding (SAF) protocol in forwarding data packets.

Contributions The SAF protocol is specially designed to handle various problems in the forwarding procedure

in an unreliable ad hoc network. In this protocol, we propose a new authentication scheme to allow en route nodes

to take the responsibility in authentication when a route is broken. As we show later, SAF not only provides the

defense against packet injection attacks, but also ensures the normal delivery of legitimate data packets. Second,

we systematically analyze and summarize various problems when applying source authentication in forwarding

data packets in ad hoc networks. Misuse of the proposed protocol is against attack objectives, and does not affect

non-misused packets.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works on DoS research and source

authentication. Section 3 presents the attack model and various problems that an authentication protocol will face.

Section 4 presents the design of SAF. Its security properties are analyzed in Section 5. SAF is evaluated in Section

6. The paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 Related Works

2.1 DoS in Wireless Networks

Many approaches have been identified to launch DoS attacks in an ad hoc networks. In the physical layer, jamming

[23] can disrupt and suppress normal transmission. In the MAC layer, the defects of MAC protocol messages and

procedures of a MAC protocol can exploited by attackers. In the 802.11 MAC protocol, Bellardoet al. [2]

discussed vulnerabilities on authentication and carrier sense, and showed that the attackers can provide bogus

duration information or misuse the carrier sense mechanism to deceive normal nodes to avoid collision or keep

silent. Guet al. [6] analyzed how attackers can use certain packet generation and transmission behavior to obtain

more bandwidth than other normal nodes. Wullemset al. [26] identified that the current implementation of

the MAC protocol in the commodity wireless network cards enables an attacker to deceive other nodes to stop

transmission. Researchers [1, 7, 8, 16] also found that attackers can manipulate routing procedures to break valid

routes and connections. In order to prevent attackers from exploiting the security flaws in routing protocols, several

secure routing protocols have been proposed to protect the routing messages, and thus prevent DoS attacks. Dahill

et al. [24] proposed to use asymmetric cryptography for securing ad hoc routing protocols. Papadimitratos and

Hass [18] proposed a routing discovery protocol that assumes a security association (SA) between a source and

a destination, whereas the intermediate nodes are not authenticated. Hu, Perrig and Johnson designed SEAD [9]

which uses one-way hash chains for securing DSDV, and Ariadne [7] which uses TESLA and HMAC for securing

DSR. Aadet al. identified the JellyFish attacks that drop, reorder or delay TCP packets to disrupt TCP connections

[1]. They believed that the DoS resilience relies on end-to-end detection mechanisms, because current intrusion

detection approaches cannot effectively identify the attackers in ad hoc networks.

Intrusion detection is limited in ad hoc networks. Zhangel al. [29] proposed a general architecture to have

all nodes participate in intrusion detection. Each node takes two roles. A node needs to monitor transmission

in its neighborhood in order to detect misbehavior in its nearby nodes. Then, each node can cooperate with
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its neighboring nodes to exchange intrusion detection information in order to detect the malicious node. Marti

et al. [15] proposed to use watchdog to detect the attacking nodes. Basically, a good node overhears its next

hop to check whether its next hop forwards the packets that are received from the good node. After detecting

malicious nodes, the good node uses a pathrater to exclude the malicious node from its routes. In a clustered ad

hoc network, a cluster head is elected for monitoring data traffic within the transmission range [10]. All these

intrusion detection approaches need nodes to monitor the transmission in their neighboring areas. However, a

malicious node may use a directional antenna for transmission in order to avoid monitoring. Also, a malicious

node may ask other malicious nodes to circumvent its transmission area. Hence, monitoring of nearby transmission

may not be realistic in this kind of adversary environment. Furthermore, the detection relies on trusted neighboring

nodes. A trusted node will honestly report misbehavior. However, a malicious node can ask another neighboring

node to lie and deceive defenders.

2.2 Source Authentication

Source authentication is mostly used to ensure a packet comes from the claimed source. When a source sends

packets to a destination, it puts authentication information into packets. A receiving node only accepts a packet

if it is authenticated. In this way, only the packets from the real source can go through the route and reach

the destination. Other than public key based digital signature which has unbearable computational demand on

mobile nodes, several source authentication approaches exist in the literature. Multicast source authentication

allows multiple receivers to verify whether the received data was originated from the claimed source and was

not modified en route. Multicast source authentication amortizes the cost of a digital signature over multiple

packets. Some researches proposed techniques that do tolerate packet loss in multicast source authentication by

using expanded graph [25], authentication chain [5], distillation code [13] or erasure code [19]. In general, they

can only tolerate the loss of a few packets. However, a node may discard all packets in its routing buffer when it

is turned down in an ad hoc network. Previous approaches are unable to sustain authentication in this situation.

Perriget al. proposed TESLA [21] based on one-way key chain. To start the scheme, a sender uses a regular

signature scheme to sign the initial key. All subsequent packets are authenticated through a one-way key chain.

TESLA is efficient in computation and can tolerate the loss in the following data packets. However, this scheme

requires en route nodes to buffer packets in order to verify them later. Hence, it cannot filter an injected packet

instantly before it is forwarded to the next hop.
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Hop-by-hop source authentication [27, 30] has been considered as the necessary measure to ensure that an

injected data packet can be filtered out quickly. The defense takes three steps. First, the source and the destination

need to establish a route. Then, the source node needs to set up pairwise keys with the en route nodes. The

literature provides many novel key management schemes with better performance. For example, in random key

schemes [4, 3, 14, 31], any two nodes can establish a pairwise key with a sufficiently high probability, and only

O(n) memory is needed. Finally, the source computes the authentication header that consists of several tokens.

Each token is computed with one pairwise key so that only the node that has the pairwise key can verify the token.

Due to the unreliability in ad hoc networks, a forwarding node may not be able to verify a received packet when a

route is changed. Hence, we propose a scheme to improve these schemes.

3 Background

3.1 Packet Injection Attacks

A node launches packet injection attacks because it has been compromised or it intentionally does it; we do not

distinguish the attack motivation here. The attacker may use its own ID, a fabricated ID, or another node ID

as the source of the packets that it is injecting. We assume, however, that attackers will impersonate other non-

compromised nodes to hide themselves, because it is risky for an attacker to misbehave in its own name. Figure 1

depicts a typical attack scenario. In this scenario, an attackerRa stays in a route fromRb to Rd and exploits this

route for attack. The attacker injects packets with the source address asRb and the destination address asRd. It

can claim that all injected packets are forwarded fromRb. Without authentication, en route nodes will forward the

packets. When the target traces the injected packets back along the route, the trace will go back toRb instead of

the attackerRa in the middle.

Figure 1: Packet injection scenario

3.2 Problems in Defense

When applying source authentication in an ad hoc network, the unreliable mobile environment brings many limits

on defense approaches. The corresponding problems can even be exploited by injectors to launch attacks and hide

their identities.
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3.2.1 Packet Loss

A packet could be lost due to communication error, hardware error, buffer overflow, etc. In a TCP session, this

will trigger the source to retransmit the lost packets. However, retransmission allows attackers to legally replay

packets. When attackers replay packets, these packets will be verified successfully by other en route nodes,

since the replayed packets are authentic and attackers can claim that they are just retransmitting these packets.

Furthermore, in some authentication approaches (for example, multicast authentication [27, 21]), authentication

headers can be verified by all nodes in the network (for data integrity purposes). The attackers could thus replay

these packets in other areas in the network instead of the target area or routes.

3.2.2 Route Change

In an ad hoc network, a new route may be set up for a variety of reasons. For example, the routing protocol itself

enables an en route node to overhear routing messages and discover shorter routes, or the route can be broken

due to link failures or the leaving of an en route node. However, if the new route diverges from the previous one,

authentication in the new route will fail. Figure 2 depicts an example where the old route (solid lines) between

S andD is broken at the link between nodes2 and3. Since node2 knows another route (dashed lines) that can

reachD, the new route diverges from the previous one at node2. Note that nodes3, 4 and5 can still use the old

route to forward packets, since the old route is still valid at their positions and their buffered packets have valid

authentication headers. BecauseS may not know the new route immediately when the old route is broken, nodes

6 to 9 will not have any pairwise key withS beforeS starts a new forwarding procedure in the new route. In

addition, some data packets may be already buffered in nodes1 and2 for forwarding, andS cannot modify the

authentication headers in these packets. Hence, these buffered packets may be filtered even afterS computes new

authentication headers in the new route.

Figure 2: Change of a route
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4 Design of SAF

4.1 Network and Communication Assumptions

In this study, we mainly prevent attacks in unicast communication. We assume that a failed link can trigger a node

to re-discover a route. These assumptions hold in IEEE 802.11 protocol [11] and ad hoc routing protocols [12].

SAF is designed to work with the routing protocol DSR [12], since it needs the IDs (i.e. the node’s address) of en

route nodes along the forwarding path. Other protocols, such as AODV [20], can be extended to carry the IDs of

en route nodes in order to work with our protocol. In addition, we consider an unreliable and mobile environment

in ad hoc networks. SAF is designed to fit in such an unpredictable and unfriendly environment.

4.2 Pairwise Keys Establishment

Hop-by-hop source authentication requires that a source node sets up a pairwise key with every en route node

along the path. Because the source node can obtain IDs of en route nodes from DSR route reply packets, the

source node and any one of the routing nodes can mutually figure out a pairwise key based on their IDs. Note that

two en route nodes do not need to have a pairwise key.

The literature provides many key management schemes. For example, the simplest way to set up pairwise

key is to pre-load pairwise keys into nodes, although it is not practical for a large and dynamic network. Novel

key management schemes with better performance have also been proposed for ad hoc and sensor networks. For

example, in random key schemes [4, 3, 14, 31], any two nodes can establish a pairwise key with a sufficiently high

probability, and onlyO(n) memory is needed.

In this study, the proposed hop-by-hop source authentication protocol is based on the existing works for key

setup and management as long as they can ensure the security of the pairwise keys. This protocol focuses on

solving the unreliability problems in the forwarding procedures.

4.3 Framework of SAF

Every node in an ad hoc network enforces the proposed protocol as shown in Figure 3, where the left module

represents a regular or secure routing protocol, and the right module is our scheme for forwarding. The forwarding

module, like the routing module, is an independent module in the network layer and decides if a data packet should

be forwarded or not. Note that data packets refer to the packets in the network layer, but exclude routing packets
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(for routing) and keying packets (for pairwise key management). The excluded types of packets are generally

secured by their own protocols [7, 9, 28, 3, 14, 31], which can prevent attackers from exploiting these packets for

attack.

Figure 3: Framework of SAF

For discussion, we assume that a source nodeS sends packets to a destination nodeD through a route ofn−1

routing nodes, which are ordered asR1, ..., Rj , ..., Rn−1, andRn is D.

4.3.1 Forwarding Entry

WhenS wants to send data packets toD, it uses a routing protocol to find a route. According to the routing

protocol (such as DSR), each en rout node will record the source addressS, the destination addressD, and the

routing sequence numberRID in a routing entry. After the route is discovered, SAF will ask each en route node

to create a forwarding entry as an extension to the routing entry. The forwarding entry will include the following

information for packet verification in the forwarding procedure.

• SID: identification of source/starter,

• FID: identification of forwarding entry,

• PC1st: the count of the first received packet,

• PClast: the count of the last received packet.

4.3.2 Bootstrap

The bootstrap procedure is used for en route nodes to create the corresponding forwarding entry. Upon the setup

of a route, the source node sends its first data packetPKT (1). The source attaches an initial authentication header
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A(1) to the packet.

A(1) = [SID||RID||FID||PC(1)||δR1(1)||...||δRn(1)]

SID is the source ID,RID is the routing sequence number,FID is the identification of the forwarding entry,

andPC(1) is the count of the first packet.

δRj (1) is the authentication token forRj . The size of an authentication token is determined by the tradeoff

between security and performance. For discussion, we set a token as an 8-bit number in this study, although the

hash output could be 256 bits or longer.

δRj
(1) = HkSID,Rj

(RID||FID||PC(1)||Lj)

kSID,Rj is the pairwise key shared only betweenSID andRj , andHk(∗) is a keyed hash function.Lj is the sum

of the data size, the number of authentication headers, and the number of remaining authentication tokens in the

authentication header when the packet arrives atRj . For example, in Figure 4, whenR2 receives a packet, the

packet should include 1 authentication header, and the header has 2 tokens (δR2(1) andδR3(1)). Hence, assume

the packet has 100-byte data, thenL2 = 100 + 1 + 2 = 103. Similarly, whenR3 receives the packet,R3 should

haveL3 = 100 + 1 + 1 = 102.

Upon receiving the bootstrap packet,Rj first obtainsSID, RID, FID andPC(1) from the authentication

header. SinceRj is in the route,Rj should be able to identify a routing entry that hasS, D andRID, and thus

Rj knowsLj . Rj can then verifyδRj (1). If the verification fails, the packet is discarded. If the verification is

successful,Rj removes tokens (if any) for current and previous hops fromA(1) to save communication overhead

(becauseδRj (1) and all previous tokens are no longer useful for the following en route nodes to do verification),

and then forwards the bootstrap packet to the next hopRj+1.

Every en route nodeRj will create a new forwarding entry to recordSID andFID and keep two copies of

PC(1) in the new forwarding entry. One copy ofPC(1) indicates the packet count of the first received packet, still

denoted asPC1st. The other copy indicates the packet count of the last received packet, denoted asPClast. Note

that whenRj receivesA(1), it will find that either no routing entry exists forS, D andRID, or no forwarding

entry exists forSID andFID. Hence, the bootstrap packet is in fact the first packet that the en route node receives

from the source. In this way, even the real bootstrap is lost in forwarding, each en route node can still have a valid

forwarding entry bootstrapped by the first packet that the node receives later. Only afterSID, FID, PC1st and
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Figure 4: An example of forwarding

PClast are all stored in the forwarding entry, this entry is bootstrapped for later forwarding and verification.

4.3.3 Update

For each new data packetPKT (i), S composes a new authentication headerA(i) as

A(i) = [SID||RID||FID||PC(i)||δR1(i)||...||δRn(i)] (1)

PC(i) is one unit increment ofPC(i− 1), i.e. PC(i)← PC(i− 1) + 1. δRj (i) is computed as follows.

δRj (i) = HkSID,Rj
(RID||FID||PC(i)||Lj) (2)

Upon receivingPKT (i), Rj first obtainsS, D, SID, RID, FID andPC(i) from the packet, and finds the

corresponding routing and forwarding entry.Rj verifiesA(i) and comparesPC(i) with PClast in the forwarding

entry. If the verification is successful andPC(i) is greater than the lastPClast, Rj updatesPClast = PC(i) and

removesδRj (i) and all tokens (if any) for previous hops fromA(i). Then,Rj forwards the data packet to the next

hopRj+1. Otherwise, i.e. the verification fails orPC(i) ≤ PClast, Rj discards the data packet.

4.4 Forwarding in an Unreliable Ad Hoc Network

4.4.1 Solutions for Unreliability

Unreliability of an ad hoc network requires the forwarding module to handle various problems.

Packet Loss A packet could be lost due to communication error, hardware error, buffer overflow, etc. If the

bootstrap packet is lost atRj , en route nodes will treat the first received data packet as the bootstrap packet to

create the corresponding forwarding entry. If a packet is lost, the forwarding module will work as follows. Assume
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Rj successfully receivesPKT (i) and updatesPClast = PC(i), but the next several packets are lost untilRj

successfully receivesPKT (i′). Rj will check whetherPC(i′) > PClast and verifyA(i′).

Route Change As discussed before, a route change will make en route nodes unable to verify packets and thus

drop packet to cause denial of service to legitimate traffic. The idea to solve this problem is to let an en route node

start another forwarding procedure in the new route. Assume the new route diverges from the old route at an en

route nodeRj . Rj first computes a new authentication header for each data packet as if it was the source of the

new route. Then,Rj appends the new authentication header to the old header, and forwards the packet to the next

node in the new route.Rj is thus calledstarter. Upon receiving a data packet, nodes in the new route verify the

new header first. If the new route overlaps with the old route in some segments, nodes in the overlapping segments

can also verify the old headers.

Packet Disorder In the forwarding procedure,PC is increased for every data packet, and an en route node only

accepts a data packet withPC larger than the previous one. However, when a route is changed, the order of

packets may be mixed or reversed. This problem happens to the nodes in the overlapping segments of the old and

the new routes. It is possible that packets in the new route (having largerPC) come earlier than packets in the old

route (having smallerPC). The consequence is that the data packet with smallerPC will be discarded. To solve

this problem, SAF asks each forwarding node to record differentPC1st andPClast for each route, and compare

PC only with thePClast corresponding to the route the packet is forwarded from.

4.4.2 Forwarding Algorithm

The forwarding algorithm has two components. The starter uses Algorithm 1 to compute authentication headers

in packets, and en route nodes use Algorithm 2 to verify authentication headers in packets. An example of SAF is

given in Appendix A.

Starter/Source Algorithm 1 allows a starter to add a new authentication header in a packet when the packet

cannot be delivered due to route change as described in Section 4.4.1. The algorithm consists of 5 phases.

In phase 1, the starter checks whether it is the source. Differing from other starters, the source node needs to

set the packet count in a packet. If the packet is not the first packet that the source sends to the destination, the

source should increase the packet count by one for each new packet. All other nodes (including other starters)

simply record the packet count if the packet is authenticated.
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In phase 2, the starter removes the last authentication header in a packet if the header was created by the starter

itself. When the starter forwards a packet to the next hop, it is possible that the link to the next hop fails. In such

a situation, the packet will be returned to the starter for retransmission in a new route. The returned packet has a

header created by the starter. Hence, the starter needs to replace the old header with a new one.

Phase 3 is to discover a valid route for the packet. In DSR, due to a link failure to the next hop, a route could

be revoked. It is also possible that the starter receives a route error message and revokes a route. Hence, if no

route is available for the packet, the starter needs to discover a new route. In DSR, the routing packets will carry

S, D andRID so that all en route nodes have the corresponding information of the new route.

In phase 4, the starter creates or updates the corresponding forwarding entry. If the packet is the first packet to

be delivered in the new route, the starters need to create a new forwarding entry.FID is used to uniquely identify

the entry. If the forwarding entry has already been created, the starter simply records the current packet count.

Algorithm 1 SAF in a Starter
Assume the starterSID receives a packetPKT that should be sent fromS to D. Assume the packet hasm
authentication headersA1 · · ·Am, whereAm is the authentication header for the latest route segment the packet
will go through.

1: setSID in PKT to be the ID of the current node;
2: if SID = S then . ==Phase 1==
3: if this is the first packet sent fromS to D then
4: setPC in PKT to be 1;
5: else
6: setPC in PKT to be a one-unit increment ofPC in the previous packet;
7: end if
8: end if
9: setm′ = m + 1; . ==Phase 2==

10: if SID in Am is the ID of the current nodethen
11: removeAm;
12: setm′ = m;
13: end if
14: if there is no valid route fromS to D then . ==Phase 3==
15: find a new route toD
16: create a routing entry that records the route andS, D, RID;
17: end if
18: setS, D andRID in PKT ;
19: if there is no valid forwarding entrythen . ==Phase 4==
20: create a forwarding entryF with a uniqueFID;
21: end if
22: setFID in PKT ;
23: if there is no first packet count in the forwarding entrythen
24: set the first packet count inF to bePC in PKT ;
25: end if
26: setPClast in F to bePC in PKT ; . ==Phase 5==
27: compute and append a new authentication headerAm′

to PKT ;
28: forwardPKT to the next hop;

Finally, in phase 5, the starter computes an authentication header and tokens as described in Eqs.(1) and (2).
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Then, the starter sends the packet to the next hop.

En Route Nodes Algorithm 2 describes how an en route node verifies a received packet. It consists of 4 phases.

In phase 1, the en route node verifies the token in the last authentication header. As discussed in Section

4.4.1, the node could receive packets from the same source via different routes. However it is obvious that the

last authentication header reveals the route through which the packet goes. Hence, the node verifies whether the

received packet is legitimate in the route it goes through. If it is not, the node discards it.

Algorithm 2 SAF in an En Route Node
Assume an en route node receives a packetPKT that should be sent fromS to D. Assume the packet hasm
authentication headersA1 · · ·Am, whereAm is the authentication header for the latest route segment the packet
will go through.

1: obtainS, D, SIDm, RIDm, FIDm andPC from Am;
2: find the routing entryRm in the node according toS, D andRIDm;
3: verify the token for the current node inAm; . ==Phase 1==
4: if verification failsthen
5: discard the packet and quit;
6: end if
7: find the forwarding entryFm in the node according toSIDm andFIDm; . ==Phase 2==
8: if Fm does not existthen
9: add a forwarding entryFm;

10: recordSIDm andFIDm in Fm;
11: record the first packet countPCm

1st = PC in Fm;
12: else ifPC ≤ PClast in Fm then
13: discard the packet and quit;
14: end if
15: remove tokens for current and previous hops inAm;
16: for i=1; i ≤ m− 1; i++ do . ==Phase 3==
17: obtainS, D, SIDi, RIDi andFIDi from Ai;
18: find a forwarding entryF i in the node according toS, D, RIDi andFIDi;
19: if F i existsthen
20: verify the token for the current node inAi;
21: if verification is not successfulthen
22: discard this packet and quit;
23: end if
24: if PC > PCi

1st > PCm
1st then

25: discard this packet and quit;
26: end if
27: remove tokens for current and previous hops inAi;
28: end if
29: end for
30: setPCm

last in Fm to bePC in PKT ; . ==Phase 4==
31: forwardPKT to the next hop;

Then, in phase 2, the en route node checks whether the received packet is the first one sent by the starter. If the

packet is the first from the starter, the en route node should have no forwarding entry for the packet yet. Thus, the

node creates a forwarding entry to record corresponding information as discussed in Section 4.3.2. Otherwise, the

node checks the forwarding entry to see whether or not itsPC is larger than the previous one. If thePC is smaller,
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the packet is replayed or forged and should be discarded. After passing the first two phases, the packet should be

authenticated for the current route. The en route node removes the tokens for the current and the previous hops in

the last authentication header.

In phase 3, the en route node checks other authentication headers. A packet may carry multiple authentication

headers, each of which represents a possible route. For each authentication header, the node checks whether or

not a forwarding entry exists for verification. If an entry exists, the node verifies the token in the authentication

header and makes surePC is not in the range of the entry. If verification fails, the packet will be discarded.

Finally, in phase 4, a packet has passed all verifications, and the en route node sends the packet to the next hop.

5 Security Analysis

5.1 Packet injection

It is possible that an attacker intends to “legally” inject junk packets into the network by using its own identity.

Although action can be taken to stop the injection later, we cannot prevent such a “legal” injection. The objective

of this study is to force any attacker to expose its ID if it wants to inject or to quickly filter the junk packets if it

impersonates other nodes. Hence, in the following security analysis, we do not consider an attacker or its coalition

as a “legal” source. Nevertheless, an attacker or its coalition could be a starter or an en route node.

Property 1 If an attacker is an en route node, it is infeasible for the attacker to break tokens.

Although a token is only a few bits of the hash output, the attacker does not know the pairwise key that is only

shared between the starter and the corresponding en route node. To break the token without knowing the pairwise

key is as difficult as to break the hash function.

Property 2 If an attacker is an en route node, it cannot forge tokens for junk packets or replay legitimate packets.

To inject a junk packet, an attacker needs to provide a valid token with a larger packet count. However, packet

counts are secured in tokens. As an en route node, the attacker does not have the secrecy to compute valid tokens.

If a packet is replayed, SAF requires a good en route node to discard it because itsPC is not greater thanPClast.

If the attacker replays a packet but increasesPC in the replayed packet, the packet will be discarded since the

authentication token cannot pass the verification based on the increasedPC.

Property 3 If an attacker is an en route node, it cannot insert junk bits into legitimate packets.
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Since the data size, the authentication header size and the number of previous authentication headers of a packet

are secured in tokens, an attacker, as an en route node, cannot compute valid tokens for junk bits that are inserted

into packets.

Property 4 If an attacker is an en route node, the probability that a forged packet can survive is negligible.

Since it is infeasible for an attacker to compute valid tokens, the attacker may try to fabricate tokens. Assume

a token hasl bits, the attacker has a 1 in2l chance to fabricate a correct token. At the same time, the injection

behavior can be detected with a probability of1− 1
2l in one hop. For example, if we use 8-bit tokens, the probability

that a forged packet will be accepted by the next hop is1
256 .

Property 5 If an attacker claims to be a starter, it must expose its own ID to inject junk packets or insert junk bits

into legitimate packets.

Because only a starter knows the pairwise keys that are shared between itself and the corresponding en route

node, it is impossible for an attacker to impersonate another node as a starter to forward packets. An attacker may

claim that a route is broken and it needs a new route to forward packets. By doing so, the attacker becomes a

starter to inject junk packets or insert junk bits into legitimate packets. However, the attacker needs to authenticate

packets that will be forwarded in the new route. Hence, the attacker’s ID will be included in the authentication

tokens. Accordingly, although the attacker can “legally” inject junk packets in the new route, it cannot hide itself

or impersonate another one. It is also possible that a malicious starter colludes with an en route node and let the

en route node to inject. Although the en route node can hide itself, the injection will expose its partner (i.e. the

colluding starter).

5.2 Misuse of SAF

An attacker may misuse SAF to cause other attacks. As an en route node, the attacker can drop, replay, disorder

or modify the authentication headers in the packets that it needs to forward. Nevertheless, we find that misuse

of SAF generally results in the drop of misused data packets, but does not affect other legitimate data packets.

Misuse is against the objective of packet injection attacks in terms of congestion.

Property 6 If an attacker intentionally modifies the authentication header, the result is the same as that the

attacker drops the packet.
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An attacker can modify any field in the authentication headers. The modification will easily fail verification

and the modified packet will be discarded. Hence, the impact of modification is the same as the drop of the

modified packet. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 4.4, if the bootstrap packet or any following packet is

dropped, SAF is not affected.

Property 7 If an attacker replays a packet in other routes, the packet will be discarded.

An attacker may replay packets in order to inject junk packets in other routes of the network. Because au-

thentication tokens are only computed for the starter and the nodes in one route, any other node outside the route

cannot verify the packet and the packet will be filtered.

Property 8 If an attacker disorders the packets to be forwarded, the result is the same as that the attacker simply

discards these disordered packets.

Assuming that an attacker buffers a few packets, but forwards the latest packet (whosePC is the largest among

all buffered packets) first and then forwards previous packets. This is how the attacker intentionally disorders the

packets. A good en route node will accept the first forwarded update packet and then discard all the other buffered

packets. However, sooner or later, the buffered packets will be depleted. New packets have largerPC and thus

will be accepted by good en route nodes. Hence, if the attacker disorders a few packets, only these packets will be

discarded.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Simulation Settings

6.1.1 Communication Models

We implemented SAF in NS2 [17] to evaluate its performance. The simulation uses the communication model in

NS2. In thephysical layer, the two-ray ground reflection model models the signal propagation. IEEE 802.11 is

the MAC and PHY protocols for communication among nodes. The CSMA and DCF functions are used to avoid

transmission collision among nearby nodes. Each node has a transmission range of 250 meters. The maximum

bandwidth of the channel is1Mbps. For communications over multiple hops, DSR is used as the routing protocol.

In this study, nodes are preloaded with pairwise keys, so that the evaluation of SAF will not be biased by the per-
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formance of key management. Nevertheless, we are aware that the interaction between SAF and key management

schemes will affect the overall performance of secure forwarding, and the corresponding study is under going.

6.1.2 Simulation Parameters

The simulation uses the following parameters, unless otherwise mentioned. The network is in a1500m× 1500m

area, and 100 nodes are randomly put in the network. Nodes move randomly at the maximum speed of2m/s,

5m/s or 10m/s. 10 connections are set in the network. Each connection picks a random time during the first

5 seconds to start its traffic, and all traffic lasts 60 seconds. The load of each connection is5Kbps, 10Kbps,

20Kbps, 30Kbps or 40Kbps. The payload of a data packet is 512 bytes, and each token has 8 bits. The scenario

generation tool in NS2 is used to generate various scenarios according to these parameters.

6.1.3 Performance Metrics

We measure five performance metrics of SAF in all scenarios. The first isEffectiveness(measured as the ratio of

throughput loss ), which shows whether SAF can filter junk packets and eliminate the attack impact. The second is

Data throughput per flow(measured as the data rate (Kbps)), which illustrates the impact of SAF on the network.

The other three metrics are used to examine how and why SAF might interfere with regular data forwarding and

what cost SAF brings to the network.Communication overhead per hopis measured as the number of bytes that

are carried to each data packet.Authentication per starteris measured as the number of authentication tokens that

a starter computes to authenticate a data packet.Verification per hopis measured as the number of authentication

tokens that are designated to an en route for source verification.

6.2 Evaluation Results

6.2.1 Effectiveness of SAF

SAF targets filtering injected junk packets in one hop. In this simulation, 6 attacking nodes are randomly put in

the network and the attacking load of each node is40Kbps. They impersonate other nodes and forge tokens to

inject junk packets. Because the probability that a forged token can be detected depends on the size of the token,

we use Figure 5 to illustrate the effectiveness regarding various size of tokens.

First, the figure shows that the size of a token has less impact on the effectiveness of SAF when a token has

more than 8 bits. When the size of a token is 8-bit, the chance to forward a forged token is only1
256 . Hence, in
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the following simulations, we will take 8-bit as the token size. In addition, the figure shows that SAF can filter

junk packet in one hope. When the network is reliable (speed is 2m/s and load is 5Kbps), SAF can reduce the

throughput loss from 75% to 25%. However, the attacking nodes cannot be stopped from injecting. The attack

impact still exists nearby the attacking nodes. In order to thoroughly eliminate the attack, the attacking nodes have

to be physically removed from the network. We also notice that when the network is unreliable (speed is 10m/s

and load is 40Kbps), SAF has limited effect on the traffic, because normal traffic suffers a high throughput loss

from itself as shown in Figure 6.
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Each sub figure shows the resuls under different node speeds. Each curve shows the throughput loss under attack
regarding different normal traffic loads and different token sizes. When the token size is 0, SAF is not enforced to
protect the network.

Figure 5: Effectiveness of SAF

6.2.2 Throughput of SAF

Figure 6 is to address the major concern on whether or not SAF will affect the throughput. We conduct comparison

between DSR and SAF given two types of payload. One type of payload is 50 bytes per packet, and the other is

512 bytes per packet.

As illustrated, SAF does not interfere with DSR when the packet size is large (512 bytes). Compared with the

sizes of payload, IP header and MAC header, the overhead of SAF is lightweight, around 10 to 24 bytes in our

simulation (as depicted in Figure 7). Only when the network is unreliablethe (load is more than30Kbps and the

speed is10m/s), the throughput of SAF deviates from DSR. When the packet is small (50 bytes), the difference

of throughput between SAF and DSR becomes significant. Especially, when the network is unreliable, SAF may

append authentication headers that are larger than the data packet, and thus reduce the throughput. Figure 6 also

shows that SAF is practical in an unreliable ad hoc network. The solid lines demonstrate that SAF can work even

when around70% of packets are dropped. Note that the network may be disrupted by the legitimate traffic, since
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SAF does not set any rate limit on legitimate traffic.
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Figure 6: Throughput comparison

6.2.3 Overhead of SAF

The size of authentication headers change along the route, as an en route node removes its corresponding authen-

tication tokens from a packet when it forwards the packet, or a starter adds new authentication tokens to a data

packet for the new segment in the path. Figure 7 shows the average overhead vs. the total hops of a path.

As illustrated, the authentication header is larger when the path is longer. When the destination is far away from

the source or the network is unreliable, a packet has to go through several new segments in the path. The overhead

has a constant part about 10 bytes, and increases linearly to the total hops with a slope that is influenced by the

load and the speed. Our simulation shows that a path with one more hop adds 0.5 bytes to the average overhead

when the load is light (5Kbps) and the speed is low (2m/s). On the other hand, when the load or the speed is high,

the network becomes unreliable, and the overhead increases more quickly. In the unreliable environment (40Kbps

and 10m/s), a path with one more hop could increase the overhead by more than 1 byte on average. Furthermore,

when the speed is low, there is an obvious difference of slopes under various loads. While the speed is high, this

difference is diminished.

6.2.4 Computation of SAF

The starter needs to compute authentication headers for data packets and each en route node needs to verify packet

sources. The computational demand for starters, measured as the number of authentication tokens that a starter

needs to compute, is depicted in Figure 8. Differing from the overhead, the computation for authentication does
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Each sub figure shows the overhead per hop at different node speeds, and each curve represents the overhead at
different normal traffic loads and different path lengths.

Figure 7: Communication overhead per hop

not increase as much as overhead when the path is longer. As we trace each data packet, we find that many

data packets go through a path with several new segments before reaching the destination and each new segment

needs a starter to compute a new authentication header. Hence, even when the whole path is longer, each starter

in the path only computes for its own segment. However, the accumulative computation of all starters along the

path might increase more as the path gets longer, which can be inferred from the average overhead of the path.

Similar to overhead, network unreliability (higher load and speed) increases the computation for starters (although

slightly). In the worst case (40Kbps and 10m/s), a starter needs to compute around 0.3 authentication tokens on

average for each hop in the path.
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Each sub figure shows the computation of a starter at different node speeds, and each curve represents the compu-
tation at different normal traffic loads and different path lengths.

Figure 8: Number of authentication tokens a starter needs to compute

The computation cost for each en route node, which is measured as the number of authentication tokens the

node needs to verify, is depicted in Figure 9. In fact, the per hop computation is less related to the total hops.

Hence, the figure directly shows the influences of load and speed on verification. Load is a more important factor

than speed. When the load is light (5Kbps to 10Kbps), a little more than 1 verification is needed in each hop for
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each data packet. When the load is between 10Kbps and 20Kbps, the verification quickly increases from 1.05 to

1.3. Then the increase is slowed down as the load is more than 20Kbps. Note that the maximum verification is less

than 1.5 even in the very unreliable situation. This result, combined with the overhead, indicates that many new

segments in a path do not overlap with the old segments. Hence, even if a data packet carries a large authentication

header with many authentication tokens, each en route node may only find one or two tokens that are designated

to it. In another words, many tokens for broken routes in an unreliable environment cannot be verified in the new

segments, which is the reason that source authentication approaches in the literature are not suitable in ad hoc

networks.
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Figure 9: Number of authentication tokens a hop needs to verify

6.3 Comparison

In Table 1, we compare the major feature of SAF and two existing hop-by-hop source authentication protocols

[27, 30] in terms of whether they can handle unreliability, whether they ensure security in forwarding, whether

they need a key management scheme, and the size of authentication headers.

The comparison shows that the two protocols are not suitable in unreliable ad hoc networks because they

cannot handle both unreliability and security at the same time. However, such a difference is due to their target

applications, in which neither the packet injection attack nor the unreliability is a major concern. At the same

time, the overhead of SAF is similar to the two protocols (proportional to the length of a path). But, the overhead

of SAF is influenced by the unreliability of the network, which is depicted in Figure 7.

7 Conclusion and Future Works

To defend against packet injection DoS attacks in ad hoc networks, we present SAF, a hop-by-hop source authen-

tication protocol in forwarding data packets. This protocol is designed to fit in the unreliable environment of ad
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Scheme Unreliability Security Key Scheme Header size
SAF Y Y Y O(kn)1,2

[27] Y N Y O(n)1

[30] N Y Y O(m)3
1 n is the length of a path.
2 k is a coefficient that varies according to the unreliability.
3 m is the maximum number of colluding nodes in a path, andm < n.

Table 1: Feature comparison

hoc networks. The protocol can either immediately filter out injected junk data packets with very high probability

or expose the true identity of the injector. For each data packet, the protocol adds a header of a few bytes for

source authentication. Every en route node needs to verify less than 1.5 authentication tokens for each packet even

when the network is very unreliable. Hence, the protocol is lightweight, interfering negligibly with regular packet

forwarding.

One of the major future work is to integerate existing key management schemes with SAF, because SAF

relies on a key management scheme to establish pairwise keys. A key management scheme may affect the overall

performance of packet forwarding in several aspects. First, a key management scheme has its own overhead, which

can interfere normal traffic in a network. Second, a key management scheme is affected by the characteristics of a

network as normal traffic. When a network is less unreliable or nodes join and leave more frequently, pairwise keys

are harder to set and maintain, and correspondingly SAF may not be able to forward packets. Besides examining

SAF with various key management schemes, we can also integrate the procedure of pairwise key establishment

into secure routing protocols and the bootstrap procedure in SAF. More work is needed on these issues.
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A Example of Handling Unreliability by SAF
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Figure 10: Forwarding in a new route, which overlaps with the old one in some segment.

In Figure 10, we assume a new route diverges from a broken route at node 2 and then overlaps with the old

route at nodes 4 and 5. When node2 receivesPKT (α), it should see an authentication headerAS as follows

AS(α) = [SIDS ||RIDS ||FIDS ||PC(α)||δS
R2

(α)||...||δS
R5

(α)||δS
RD

(α)]

Where∗S means the information from the the sourceS, and

δS
Rj

(α) = HkSIDS,Rj
(RIDS ||FIDS ||PC(α)||LS

j )

Assume the packet has 100-byte data. Because the packet has only one authentication header and there should be 5

tokens when node2 receives it,LS
2 = 100+1+5 = 106. If node3 can receive the packet,LS

3 = 100+1+4 = 105.

Assume the old route is broken when node2 tries to forwardPKT (α) to node3. Now, node2 appends a new

authentication headerA2 to the authentication headerAS in each data packet. Node2 computesA2 as if node 2

was the source of the new route, and thus node 2 is the starter of the new route.

A2(α) = [SID2||FID2||PC(α)||δ2
R6

(α)||...||δ2
R9

(α)||δ2
RD

(α)]

Where∗2 means the information from node2, and

δ2
Rj

(α) = HkSID2,Rj
(RID2||FID2||PC(α)||L2

j )

Still assume the packet has 100-byte data. Because the packet has two authentication headers and there should

be 5 tokens inA2 when node10 receives it,L2
10 = 100 + 2 + 5 = 107. When node11 receives the packet,

L2
11 = 100 + 2 + 4 = 106.

Node2 appendsA2 toAS . Hence, node10 and all following nodes in the new route will see two authentication
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headers in packets. Because they can verifyA2, they will not discard packets in the new route. Note that node

1 may not have any information about the new route and do not have any information of the new forwarding

procedure in the new route. Node1 may work as if nothing happens in the route. This new forwarding procedure

works untilS knows the new route and resets forwarding.

Assume that node3 is congested for a long time after the new route is discovered. Hence, the packets going

through node11 will reach node4 before the old packets buffered in node3. Because the packets buffered in

node3 have smallerPC, they will be discarded by node4 if node 4 only records the latestPC in the packets

from node11. According to SAF, node4 actually has created two forwarding entries forA2 andAS . In this

two entries, node4 records two packet counts:PCS
1st = PC(1) andPC2

1st = PC(α) (assume the new route

is set up by node2 when forwardingPKT (α)). Obviously,PC(i′) in any packet buffered in node3 satisfies

PCS
1st < PC(i′) < PC2

1st; while PC(i) in any packet going through node11 satisfiesPC2
1st < PC(i). Node

4 also records towPClast for the two entries respectively, denoted asPCS
last for the entry that hasSID = S

andPC2
last for the entry that hasSID = 2. When node4 receives an packetPKT (i), it comparesPC(i) with

PCS
last if the packet comes from node 3. Otherwise, it comparesPC(i) with PC2

last.
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